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The rechargeable Dual-Light™ Flashlight w/ Dual Magnets use a CREE® LED 
rated at 250 lumens paired with a high-e�ciency deep parabolic re�ector, 
creating a �ashlight beam with an e�ective range of 213 meters (over 698 
feet). Additionally, built into the handle is a 140 lumen �oodlight. Unlike the 
�ashlight beam, the light coming out of the �oodlight does not have a 
re�ector so the light spreads out in a wide, even, unfocused pattern of 
light...perfect for lighting up things that are close. The waterproof design, in 
combination with an impact and chemical resistant engineered polymer 
housing, make this one tough light, one of the best values around. 
Additionally, the integrated magnets located in the base of the handle and 
pocket clip, provide for almost limitless hands-free usage.

The �ashlight is actuated by means of the top body switch providing both 
momentary and constant-on functionality. The �oodlight is operated using 
the bottom button. Additionally, both lights can be turned on at the same 
time for even more versatile lighting options. Now you have a light for 
distance and one for close up work. Power comes from a pair of integrated 
Li-ion batteries.
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FEATURES

§CREE® LED technology – 50,000 + hours LED life
§ Flashlight – Floodlight – Dual-Light™
§Momentary or constant-on flashlight
§Sharp focused beam for distance illumination
§High-efficiency deep parabolic reflector
§Effective beam distance of 213 meters (over 698 feet)
§Unfocused wide-beam floodlight for close-up illumination
§Dual-Light (flashlight & floodlight at same time) for maximum versatility
§Powerful integrated magnets built into the base and clip for multiple  
   hands-free options
§Engineered polymer housing
§Non-slip grip
§Dual body switches
§ IP-X7 rated waterproof
§ Impact & chemical resistant
§Built-in pocket/belt clip
§ Includes wall/vehicle mountable charger, AC/DC power supplies and a
   removable lanyard
§ Two integrated Lithium-ion batteries
§ Limited Lifetime Warranty*

INCLUDED

§ Light with integrated magnets and built-in pocket/belt clip
§Wall/vehicle mountable charger
§AC/DC power supplies
§Removable lanyard
§ Two integrated Lithium-ion batteries

High-efficiency deep parabolic reflector

SPECIFICATIONS

§ Lumens: flashlight 250, floodlight 140,
  dual-light 350
§Run-time: flashlight 12 hrs,
   floodlight 12 hrs, Dual-Light 6 hrs
§Charge time: 6 hrs
§Candela: 12549
§Beam distance: 213 meters
§Water rating: IP-X7 waterproof
§Drop rating: 2 meters
§ Length: 7.4in, head diameter: 2.1in,
   handle diameter: 1.7in x 1.3in, weight: 10.2oz

Built in pocket/belt clip
with integrated magnet

RechargeableHands-free magnet in baseHands-free magnet in clipIntegrated magnet built
into the handle
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Dual body switches

*Limited Lifetime Warranty • Product is warranted to be free from defects in workmanship and materials for the original purchaser’s lifetime. The Limited Lifetime Warranty includes the LEDs, housing and lenses. Rechargeable batteries, chargers, switches, 
electronics and included accessories are warranted for a period of two (2) years with proof of purchase. Disposable, non-rechargeable batteries are excluded from this warranty. Normal wear and failures which are caused by accidents, misuse, abuse, 
faulty installation and lightning damage are also excluded.
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